BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR SMART WATERING PRODUCT OF PT. HIDROPONIK PADJADJARAN INDONESIA
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Abstract: The urban hydroponic cultivation trend presents a promising opportunity for the advancement of hydroponic agro-industry within Indonesia. This phenomenon has been catalyzed by the innovation of the Smart Watering hydroponic kit introduced by PT. Hidroponik Padjadjaran Indonesia. The Smart Watering system, founded on the principles of self-watering irrigation and electricity-free operation, has unlocked new possibilities in hydroponic agriculture. This study aims to assess the formulation of strategic initiatives for the sustainable growth and continuity of Smart Watering business operations. Employing qualitative and quantitative research techniques, including IFE-EFE, BMC-SWOT, and AHP analyses, the investigation reveals that the IFE matrix scores 2.11, while the EFE matrix scores 2.70, positioning the company in quadrant V. Subsequently, a BMC-SWOT analysis identifies twelve potential strategies, which are further evaluated through AHP analysis to determine priority strategies. The findings underscore market penetration (0.689) as a key strategic criterion, with the top-priority strategy, W02 (0.156), emphasizing active engagement with local and regional hydroponic communities to foster network expansion and enhance human resource competencies. These findings provide a foundation for the implementation of growth and sustainability strategies in hydroponic agro-industry enterprises.
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INTRODUCTION

Agro-industry development is one of the very strategic goals in national development efforts (Udayana, 2011) to utilize the agricultural sector in Indonesia as an economic activity which then contributes to improving the national economy (Fauzi et al. 2016). One of the agro-industrial development activities that have great potential can be directed at providing tools and systems that support agricultural activities as well as providing sustainable raw materials because this is closely related to the increase in the number of urban residents in Indonesia. Urban agriculture or urban farming can be a priority in efforts to overcome the issue of food security and sustainable agriculture in accordance with one of the global strategies regarding Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (Johnston, 2016) and Law Number 41 of 2009, article 1 concerning Agricultural Land Protection Sustainable Food.

Challenging urban conditions have given rise to agro-industrial innovation and also encourage agricultural business models that are different from conventional agriculture, one of which is the application of hydroponic system agricultural technology. This system can serve the community by providing healthier choices of food raw materials and supporting national production so that it is hoped that it can gradually reduce the level of imports (Taylor et al. 2012). The use of hydroponic techniques in agricultural cultivation has been recognized for its effectiveness in various countries for diversification (Taylor et al. 2012), however there are several limitations that hinder the process of adopting hydroponics on an industrial scale, including cost and level of experience. Designing low-cost hydroponic structures and lowering overall production costs is critical to increasing the commercialization of hydroponic farming (Kumar et al. 2021). The success of this design could increase the possibility of its future application involving interest in urban agriculture and sustainable food production (Caputo et al. 2020). So, with the evolution and innovation of the system through technological developments and the availability of input materials, such as water and nutrients, including the use of electricity, it is possible to implement a more cost-effective production system in urban areas (Nerantzis et al. 2018).

The potential and opportunities for developing hydroponic farming were developed by PT. Hydroponics Padjadjaran Indonesia by creating the Smart Watering hydroponic kit innovation. Smart Watering is an innovative hydroponic kit product using the principle self-watering system or automatic and independent watering, by utilizing gravity, the Archimedes principle and capillarity to flow and control the nutrient solution from the reservoir/tank to the plants, so that it is free from the use of electrical energy (zero electricity) and is environmentally friendly. The working mechanism of the Smart Watering hydroponic kit uses principles of self-watering system and zero electricity in the production process. It is an advantage that has high potential in the development of urban agro-industry because it can reduce production costs by not using electricity to run the system.

The potential and opportunities for developing hydroponic farming were developed by PT. Hydroponics Padjadjaran Indonesia by creating the Smart Watering hydroponic kit innovation. Smart Watering is an innovative hydroponic kit product using the principle self-watering system or automatic and independent watering, by utilizing gravity, the Archimedes principle and capillarity to flow and control the nutrient solution from the reservoir/tank to the plants, so that it is free from the use of electrical energy (zero electricity) and is environmentally friendly. The working mechanism of the Smart Watering hydroponic kit uses principles of self-watering system and zero electricity in the production process. It is an advantage that has high potential in the development of urban agro-industry because it can reduce production costs by not using electricity to run the system.

Smart Watering has been marketed since 2020, the same period as the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. One factor in sales performance in 2020 was the involvement of the Covid-19 issue. This pandemic has triggered changes in people’s lifestyles, with an increased focus on healthy lifestyles, a tendency to produce food independently, increased awareness of the need for food security, and the impact of work from home practices that encourage people to explore new activities. This is proven by research that compares the income generated by hydroponic entrepreneurs before and during the pandemic, showing an increase in demand for products and business income (Putri, 2023). Based on Smart Watering sales data in 2020–2022, illustrates an increase in sales year after year, but the level of sales per month is still experiencing significant fluctuations, this is related to uncertain demand. Business concept
online to offline which has been adopted by agro-industry including Hi-Up Indonesia in marketing Smart Watering, namely through E-Business, E-Marketing, and E-Commerce as well as B2B, B2C, B2G have not been able to maximize Smart Watering’s sales volume. As a result, Hi-Up Indonesia’s business development rate in promoting Smart Watering products has tended to increase a slow move. In contrast to the results of previous research which indicated that the O2O business model and E-Commerce is an effective approach for MSMEs (Wardhanie et al. 2018) because it can increase revenue (Rakanita, 2019) and the number of customers (Mastuti & DKW, 2020). Therefore, it is important to carry out an analysis of the preparation of appropriate Smart Watering business strategy planning to ensure the business can continue to survive and develop in the face of prevailing challenges, and in the end can make a significant contribution to business income, prosperity, and contribute to realizing food security.

Several studies regarding business development strategy analysis carried out identification Business Model Canvas (BMC) company to analyze the company’s business model, define internal and external factors, and obtain an evaluation of the factors that become variables in exploiting strengths and overcoming weaknesses as well as taking advantage of opportunities and minimizing threats so that business goals are achieved. “The Nine Building Blocks” in BMC can be a factor in designing alternative business development strategies through the integration of the SWOT analysis method (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) (Wulandari et al. 2022; Maulina Cita, 2019). Some business development research uses SWOT analysis and is then integrated with the AHP method (Analytical Hierarchy Process) to group problems/information/assessments into a structured and systematic manner in selecting strategic alternatives so as to determine variables that have high priority. The use of the AHP method is carried out to minimize the element of subjectivity and inconsistency in making decisions because the SWOT analysis data is obtained from an expert in the business field (Paraduhita, 2017; Syaifullah, 2016; Febtyanisa, 2013).

Previous research relevant to this research was conducted by Febtyanisa (2013) regarding the analysis of strategies for developing organic vegetable businesses in farmer groups in Garut Regency. The aim of this research is to describe the organic vegetable production process and describe the Cibo Agro organic vegetable supply chain structure model, identify and examine internal and external factors related to the development of organic vegetables, and develop an appropriate and effective organic vegetable business development strategy for the Cibo Agro farmer group.

The analytical tools used in this research are the IFE, EFE, IE matrices, SWOT analysis and AHP analysis. The results of the AHP analysis show that at the factor level, objective level, and synthesis results, priority strategies have been obtained sequentially to expand the market and maintain consumer confidence, as well as attract public interest in organic products, increase farmer income, and need to be continuously improved and promoted.

Evalia (2015) with research on palm sugar agro-industry development strategies using the IFE/EFE, SWOT and AHP analysis methods has the research objective of formulating a strategy for developing the palm sugar agro-industry in Lareh Sago Halaban District. The results of this research show the IFE (2.646) and EFE (2.298) values. The SWOT analysis in this research obtained alternative strategies in the form of SO, WO, ST and WT strategies with strategic priorities based on AHP analysis, namely providing assistance in the form of appropriate technology and packing technology for commercial scale (0.258).

This research aims to provide a useful contribution as a consideration instrument in selecting alternative strategies and appropriate strategic priorities for developing Smart Watering business. The study carried out took the form of the in-depth interview, the research approach used is qualitative and quantitative with descriptive research using the IFE-EFE, BMC-SWOT, and AHP matrix analysis processing methods. This research integrates the results of IFE, EFE, IE, and BMC factors within the SWOT matrix so this approach enhances the comprehensiveness of the results by incorporating both internal and external viewpoints, while also ensuring alignment with the business model. SWOT Integration (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) and AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) are believed to be able to complement each other to determine the right strategy so that the subjectivity factor can be minimized. Aligned with its goals, the application of IFE/EFE/IE analysis, BMC-SWOT, and AHP is believed to offer resolutions to multi-criteria issues, thereby facilitating the formulation of a strategic business development plan for PT. Hydroponics Padjadjaran Indonesia.
The research approach used was qualitative for interviews while quantitative methods were used for questionnaires. This research uses a type of descriptive research with a survey approach aimed at describing and describing the conditions of a phenomenon/problem that occurs in a company and then describing the meaning of the data obtained in detail. Data and information collection methods are carried out through surveys, interviews, questionnaires and expert opinions. The data processing in this research is qualitative to formulate a strategy based on BMC elements as well as internal and external environmental factors using the IFE/EFE and SWOT matrix analysis methods (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) as well as quantitatively to determine strategic priorities using analytical methods Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). The framework of thought in formulating Smart Watering product development strategy can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Framework of research
BMC analysis is a strategy formulation analysis whose results will become input data in the SWOT matrix. BMC identification was carried out by means of an FGD with the director of Hi-Up Indonesia to determine the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of each element in the Smart Watering business model.

Strategy formulation analysis in this research involves IFE, EFE, and IE analysis, the results of which will become input data in the SWOT matrix. Identification of IFE, EFE, and IE factors involves Hi-Up Indonesia directors, operational managers, and marketing. After conducting interviews to identify internal and external factors, the IFE and EFE analysis was carried out in 5 (five) stages (David, 2011), including: (1) Making a list of the main factors determining strengths and weaknesses (IFE) and the main factors determining opportunities and threats (EFE); (2) Determine the weight of each indicator in the pairwise comparison table using a scale of 1 (horizontal indicators are less important than vertical indicators), 2 (horizontal indicators are as important as vertical indicators), and 3 (horizontal indicators are more important than vertical indicators); (3) Giving ratings on a scale of 1, 2, 3, and 4; (4) Multiplying the weight of each factor obtained in stage (2) with the ranking determined in stage (3) to obtain the score for each indicator; (5) Add up the scores for each indicator to get a total value. After the IFE and EFE analysis, an IE analysis is carried out. IE matrix analysis, the IE matrix consists of the X axis, namely the total IFE matrix score and the Y axis, namely the total EFE matrix score.

SWOT analysis is carried out by matching the strengths (S), weaknesses (W), opportunities (O) and threats (T) factors with input data based on the BMC results and the IFE and EFE matrices. This matrix will produce 4 (four) possible alternative Smart Watering business development strategies, namely SO, WO, ST and WT strategies.

AHP analysis is carried out using the following steps: (1) Identifying problems and solutions in detail by formulating the goals to be achieved, determining criteria, and determining alternative strategies based on SWOT analysis; (2) Preparation of hierarchies and assessment of hierarchical levels; (3) Determining priorities by weighting criteria and alternatives in a pairwise comparison table; (4) Data processing using ExpertChoice software.

RESULTS

Strategy Formulation Analysis

Strategy formulation techniques can be integrated through 3 (three) stages, namely stage input consisting of the IFE/EFE/IE matrix, matching stage via SWOT, and strategic decision making stage. Analysis Input Strategy formulation is carried out by identifying the company’s internal and external environmental factors that influence business development (David, 2011). Internal environmental identification is carried out to determine the internal strength and weakness variables of a company, while external environmental identification is carried out to determine opportunity and threat variables that are outside the company.

Internal Factor Analysis (IFE)

Identification carried out on internal factors can be studied through the parameters of the company's strengths and weaknesses regarding aspects of employee resources, management, production and operations, marketing and finance (Wheelen & Hunger, 2012). Identification of the internal factors of the Smart Watering business resulted in 4 (four) strength indicators and 7 (seven) weakness indicators which can be seen in Table 1. The results of the identification of strength and weakness factors are used as input which can be measured in formulating strategies by determining the weight and rating (rank) of each indicator (David, 2011) by expert respondents, namely the director (respondent 1), operational manager (respondent 2), and marketing (respondent 3) PT. Hidroponik Padjadjaran Indonesia. The results of the IFE analysis can be seen in Table 1.

Based on the score processing results shown in Table 1, the IFE matrix has a total score of 2.11 so that PT. Hidroponik Padjadjaran Indonesia is a company that has a weak condition internally because the total score is below the average of 2.5, but has a strength strategic factor value of 1.26 and a weakness strategy factor value of 0.85. This shows that the company has strategic internal strength factors that are greater than its internal weakness factors. The strength factor that has the most influence on the development of the Smart Watering business is adequate production technology and the product already has a trademark with a score of 0.32, while the strategic factor that is a weakness is the raw materials for making Smart Watering products which still depend on the online shop with a score of 0.21.
Table 1. IFE Matrix of Smart Watering Business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Strategic Factors</th>
<th>Weight (a)</th>
<th>Rating (b)</th>
<th>Score (a × b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strength</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific market segmentation</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product value supports national issues</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production technology is adequate</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Already have a brand</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weakness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management functions are not yet optimal</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw materials depend on online stores</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited marketing capital</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production volume is not yet stable</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited development capital</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of promotional activities</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of brand awareness activities</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

External Factor Analysis (EFE)

Identification carried out on external factors can be studied through the parameters of the company's opportunities and threats to macro environmental aspects such as economic factors, social factors, technological factors, government factors; and the micro environment which are external factors related to operational implementation such as the threat of new entrants, buyers, suppliers, and substitute products or services (Wheelen & Hunger, 2012). Identification of external factors for the Smart Watering business resulted in 5 (five) opportunity indicators and 4 (four) threat indicators which can be seen in Table 2. Determination of the weight and rating (rank) of each indicator was carried out by expert respondents, namely the director (respondent 1), operational manager (respondent 2), and marketing (respondent 3) PT. Hidroponik Padjadjaran Indonesia. The results of the IFE analysis can be seen in Table 2.

Based on the score processing results shown in Table 2, the EFE matrix has a total score of 2.70, this shows that PT. Hidroponik Padjadjaran Indonesia is a company that can respond and utilize opportunities and threats in the company’s external environment very well because the company has a total EFE matrix score above the average of 2.5, with an opportunity strategic factor value of 2.01 and a threat strategic factor value of 0.69. The main opportunity factor that influences Smart Watering business is relevant institutional/government programs/policies with a value of the highest opportunity factor score was 0.48, while the main threat factor that influences Smart Watering business is unstable raw material prices with a value of the highest threat factor score was 0.27. Based on this, PT. Hidroponik Padjadjaran Indonesia can take advantage of institutional/government programs/policies that are relevant to Smart Watering business to support business development.

Internal-External (IE) Matrix Analysis

The IE matrix is a strategic analysis matrix that describes a combination of internal and external factors based on the IFE and EFE matrices. IE matrix analysis is carried out to determine or evaluate the company's position based on the identified aspects of the company's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, so that it can formulate an appropriate strategy based on the condition of the company's position. IE matrix mapping is carried out based on combining the total scores of the IFE matrix and the EFE matrix (Padil et al. 2015). The total combined IFE and EFE matrix scores will be mapped into 9 IE matrix cells, namely cell position I, II, or IV is the position growth and build (bloom and wake up); cell position III, V, or VII is the position hold and maintain (maintain and maintenance); and cell positions IV, VIII, or IX are positions harvest or divest (take the results or let go) (Maulina Cita, 2019) which can be implemented with 3 (three) main strategies, namely growth strategy (growth strategy), stability strategy (stability strategy), and retrenchment (savings) (Wheelen & Hunger, 2012). The total weighted score of the IFE matrix for the Smart Watering business is 2.11, while the total weighted score of the EFE matrix is 2.70 so that the
position of the Smart Watering business is in cell V. The mapping of the IE matrix can be seen in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows that the position of Smart Watering business is in good condition to hold and maintain. The V cell position (hold and maintain) Smart Watering products show that this business is moderate attractive industry so the strategy implemented is consolidation. The strategic approach is more defense-oriented with a focus on preventing declines in sales and profits. Companies in this position have the possibility to expand market share, production facilities and technology through internal growth or through external collaboration such as acquisitions or partnerships with other companies in the same industry (Rangkuti, 2014). The main strategies that can be chosen by companies can be grouped into various actions, stability growth strategies or intensive strategies such as market penetration, market development and product development (Syaifullah, 2016; David, 2011).

The market penetration strategy aims to increase the market share of Smart Watering products by carrying out intense marketing that emphasizes product superiority, besides this, it can include actions to increase advertising expenditure, carry out extensive sales promotions, or strengthen publicity efforts. The market development strategy is carried out to introduce products to new geographic areas so that the company can achieve a wider market share and increase sales. The product development strategy is carried out to increase sales by developing, improving and modifying Smart Watering products through new product innovation (creative and innovative) (Syaifullah, 2016).

Table 2. EFE Matrix of Smart Watering Business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External Strategic Factors</th>
<th>Weight (a)</th>
<th>Rating (b)</th>
<th>Score (a × b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opportunity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of urban farming trends</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of trends in people's healthy lifestyle patterns and lifestyles</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide access to marketing/information technology</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant institutional/government programs/policies</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The existence of a hydroponic community</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threat</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products are easy to imitate</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw material prices are unstable</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand is unstable</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The promotional power of similar businesses is better</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. IE Matrix (Internal-External) of Smart Watering
SWOT Analysis

SWOT analysis involves identifying strengths (strength), weaknesses (weakness), opportunities (chance), and threats (threats) related to a company, product or project to find strategic steps based on evaluation of two sides, namely internal and external and determining strategies to exploit strengths and improve weaknesses, capture opportunities and overcome threats (Ma’ruf, 2022). The factors that became input in the SWOT analysis of the Smart Watering business, considering internal and external strategic factors in Table 1, Table 2, as well as product BMC analysis.

Strategy mapping on the SWOT matrix of the Smart Watering business was obtained by adjusting factors input so that this combination will produce 4 (four) types of alternative business development strategies, namely SO (strengths-opportunities), WO (weaknesses-opportunities), ST (strengths-threats), and WT (weaknesses-threats) strategies that can be implemented by the company. Results can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3 shows that 12 types of alternative strategies were obtained from matching the four groups of SWOT factors, so these alternative strategies can be utilized to maintain strengths and opportunities and minimize various weaknesses and threats of PT. Hidroponik Padjadjaran Indonesia towards the development of the Smart Watering business. These strategic alternatives include criteria for improving the company’s management system and market penetration activities that can be carried out based on internal and external environmental factors.

Alternative strategy SO1, developing a marketing strategy that highlights hydroponic cultivation assistance and training programs for consumers can be one of the market penetration efforts. Training or education programs for consumers can increase understanding, interest and confidence in hydroponic cultivation. The training program can be integrated by including information about the Smart Watering hydroponic kit in the training materials and practice or trial of hydroponic cultivation using Smart Watering, so that consumers can find out how the Smart Watering hydroponic kit is used, benefit and the functions offered, as well as the benefits you can get if you do hydroponics using Smart Watering. Therefore, a market penetration strategy using mentoring and training program methods for hydroponic cultivation integrated with promotional activities for Smart Watering hydroponic kits can increase consumer awareness and interest in using Smart Watering products for hydroponic cultivation. This was proven in research conducted by Istiqomah et al. (2022) and Ruswaji & Chodariyanti (2020) that hydroponic training activities can increase understanding of hydroponic theory and practice, develop the ability to create hydroponic tools, and create enthusiasm for using hydroponic kits at home.
Alternative strategy SO2, strategy, improving online marketing strategies through social media and websites as well as offline by participating in relevant events is an effort to penetrate the market. Marketing strategies using digital marketing through social media and websites can help the interaction and transaction process which can be carried out instantly and globally. This is proven by research results which show that digital marketing on social media that suits the target audience has an influence on business development from the marketing, promotion and sales aspects (Raharja & Natasari, 2022).

One way to improve digital marketing strategies is to optimize social media and websites by integrating the two platforms (Budi et al. 2023). By participating in relevant events, companies can achieve specific and precise segmentation, have the opportunity to increase brand awareness and education, and build relationships with audiences, thereby enabling long-term sales increases (Rabbani & Dharmawan, 2021).

Alternative strategy SO3, developing derivative products, is an effort to improve product management. By creating product variations that meet the needs or preferences of various consumers, companies can access wider market segments and attract customers who have already been determined or who have new preferences regarding products. This has the potential to increase sales by providing customers with a variety of choices. It has been proven in Ralahallo (2021) research that the development of derivative products has a significant positive impact on sales volume.

Alternative strategy WO1, exploring and establishing collaboration by utilizing government/institution programs/policies that are relevant to product value, is an effort to penetrate the market. This strategy can help achieve common goals and help companies achieve specific market segmentation and strengthen company brand awareness in specific markets. Like the collaboration in implementing the “Buruang SAE” program in increasing food security in Bandung (Putri et al. 2021), the program has objectives that are relevant to product value, namely focusing on the community to produce independent food which creates an opportunity for Smart Watering marketing.

Alternative strategy WO2, actively engaging with local and regional hydroponic communities to expand networks and increase human resource competency, can have an impact on improving company system management to minimize company weaknesses even though they do not directly affect it. Through the hydroponic community, companies can increase human resource competency by opening access to information regarding hydroponic conditions or trends that are currently needed by the market and developments in the agricultural sector, so that they can enrich the company’s ability to manage existing systems or processes in the company by increasing product or service innovation. Offered by the company, helps increase efficiency and productivity, as well as working together to create solutions to problems, weaknesses and threats that companies often face (Syaifullah, 2016).

Alternative strategy WO3, investing in developing product manufacturing/molding processes, is an effort to improve operations and production management. This investment can increase production efficiency such as reducing production costs, faster cycle times, increasing production capacity, and controlling production quality. In addition, developing product manufacturing/molding processes can produce higher product quality and produce technically superior products in line with consumer expectations. This indirectly impacts consumer confidence and companies can gain greater profits (Usman & Nanang, 2021)

Alternative strategy ST1, improving product quality and innovation is an effort to improve product management. Improving product quality and innovation can provide significant added value. In this case, achieving customer satisfaction is key, which contributes to the ability to build customer trust and loyalty (Lina, 2018). This strategy also has an indirect effect on increasing profit margins, because products that demonstrate superior quality and innovation tend to have the potential to be offered at higher prices. In addition, quality improvement and product innovation also have a positive impact on reducing risks associated with product quality. Previous research results show that innovation and product quality have a significant influence on achieving competitive advantage (Kurniasari & Utama, 2018).

Alternative strategy ST2, developing promotional activities through digital marketing strategies by prioritizing local values and support for national issues aggressively and creatively to access international markets is one of the market penetration efforts. Marketing carried out digitally can open up opportunities to reach international audiences (Raharja & Natasari, 2022). Being active in digital marketing by
highlighting local values in support of national issues can become a unique product identity that is different from competitors’ products. Creative content that highlights local values to national issues can create a positive image for the product, thereby increasing the national audience’s trust in the product and attracting international audiences. Digital marketing plays a significant role in brand awareness (Yacub & Mustajab, 2020; Oktaviani & Rustandi, 2018). By promoting product values based on local values and support for national issues, it is hoped that a connection can be created with the audience’s values.

Alternative strategy ST3 optimizes activities from upstream to downstream by controlling the supply chain; WT1 is looking for alternative suppliers other than online stores that are more reliable and provide more stable prices; and WT3 establishing partnerships with the molding industry is an effort to improve supply chain management. This alternative strategy aims to overcome threats felt by the company, such as quite large operational costs due to difficulties in obtaining human resources and unstable raw material prices. Supply chain management is a strategic approach to planning, implementing and controlling the flow of goods, services, information and funds from suppliers to end consumers with a focus on collaboration to increase efficiency, effectiveness, manage risks and optimize profits (Chatra et al. 2023). Research also shows that the partnership model provides financial benefits to companies and produces competitive advantages through efficient cost control (Sutarmin, 2014). However, it should be noted that supply chain management is a very complex activity, requiring the ability to identify and resolve problems throughout the business process. Therefore, performance, added value and risk analysis is needed to achieve the level of effectiveness and efficiency of supply chain management (Putri et al. 2020).

Alternative strategy WT2, collaborating with universities and government institutions to foster more sustainable partnerships is one strategic step towards increasing market penetration. Mutually beneficial collaboration to achieve common goals provides access to resources such as facilities, development of research and product innovation, development of hydroponic cultivation technology, to involvement in relevant activities such as developing hydroponic training programs, food security and sustainable agriculture programs, and participating in programs that support target markets. This alternative strategic approach has the potential to reach market segmentation that was previously difficult to reach. A research concludes that collaboration between universities, government and industry provides benefits for all parties in finding solutions to the challenges faced so that it has a positive impact on national economic growth (Diana & Hakim, 2021).

These strategic alternatives present a strategic overview for PT. Hidroponik Padjadjaran Indonesia, leads to concrete steps to increase the success and sustainability of the Smart Watering business. Alternative strategies SO1, SO2, SO3, WO1, WO2, and WO3 include marketing approaches and management systems to focus on strengthening the company’s position. Meanwhile, ST1, ST2, ST3, WT1, WT2, and WT3 aim to maintain competitive advantage. Overall, these alternative strategies form a comprehensive framework for optimizing Smart Watering business development.

AHP Analysis

Alternative strategies are becoming input in the AHP analysis, the results obtained are based on SWOT analysis, so that there are 12 types of alternative strategies that will be analyzed to determine the priority strategies that will be implemented for the development of Smart Watering business. The alternative strategies will be ranked in priority value from highest to lowest. AHP data processing uses software Expert Choice 11. Based on the results of the FGD, the hierarchy for Smart Watering product business development was formulated into 3 hierarchical levels, 2 types of strategic criteria, and 12 alternative strategies which can be seen in Figure 3.

Based on synthesis results expert assessment (5 experts), the consistency of the global ratio of the questionnaire has a value (consistency ratio) of 0.03. This shows that if the CR value is <0.1, the results of the hierarchical analysis are consistent and valid (Ma’ruf, 2022). Figure 3 shows that based on its importance to the goal of determining the priority of Unpad’s Smart Watering business development strategy, the main strategic criteria that most influence business development are market penetration (0.622) and having a priority WO2 strategy (0.132), namely actively engaging with local and regional hydroponic communities to expand networking and increasing HR competency.
Priority strategic alternatives are selected based on expert assessments to develop Smart Watering business by actively engaging with local and regional hydroponic communities to expand networks and increase human resources competency (WO2) can help companies minimize business weaknesses by taking advantage of existing opportunities, so that the hydroponic community can become a valuable resource for the company.

Smart Watering’s business position based on the IE matrix is in position hold and maintain. So one of the recommended strategies is an intensive strategy such as market penetration. This is in line with alternative strategy priorities (WO2) because utilizing local and regional hydroponic communities not only has an impact on improving the company’s system management but can be one of the company’s marketing strategies that can be implemented to expand the marketing network and reach by creating brand awareness as well as introducing or promoting Smart Watering products to specific and appropriate market segments, expanding business opportunities, or even creating profitable partnerships. This is proven in research on marketing strategies for online-based merchant communities which shows that marketing through online merchant communities simultaneously influences marketing performance (Kuspriyono, 2020). One of the community marketing-based strategies can be carried out in hydroponic virtual communities. Research shows that virtual communities have an impact on increasing purchasing intentions (Ayuni, 2020).

Managerial Implications

Based on the overall assessment of the alternative strategies that have been formulated, it can be concluded that each alternative strategy has the potential to achieve the company’s goals in developing Unpad’s Smart Watering business. The strategy implementation process will be influenced by considerations related to resource capabilities, resource limitations and the company’s time so that strategy implementation must be based on predetermined strategic priorities but still taking into account the company’s internal conditions. Therefore, stakeholders in the Smart Watering business development are expected to be able to estimate the resources available to carry out the strategy, so that the company’s goals in developing Smart Watering products can be achieved effectively and efficiently (Darmawan et al. 2017). This research can be used as a scientific reference for the hydroponic agroindustry, offering insights into internal and external factors that can be developed and utilized as business development strategies. The findings provide a foundation for implementing and refining strategies to develop business growth within the hydroponic industry. Consequently, the formulated strategies can be used as consideration for the hydroponic industry as they seek to advance and expand their operations.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion

The position of Smart Watering business is in cell V (hold and maintain). Based on AHP analysis, the business development strategy that the company can implement to achieve the goal of developing Smart Watering products is to emphasize market penetration as the main focus with the WO2 strategy priority, namely actively engaging with local and regional hydroponic communities to expand networks and increase human resources competency.

Through a synthesis of expert assessments, it was concluded that the best approach in developing a Smart Watering business is through collaboration with the community, aimed at increasing market penetration and improving the company’s management system. This strategy is different from other product development options that may involve O2O or e-commerce concepts. In summary, the application of IFE/EFIE/IE, BMC-SWOT, and AHP analysis has demonstrated its capability to offer resolutions for multi-criteria issues in alignment with the intended objectives.

Recommendations

The development of hydroponic equipment businesses such as Smart Watering can have an important role in supporting food security and sustainable agriculture programs. This is due to the ability of the hydroponic kit/equipment business to indirectly contribute to increasing agricultural productivity and increasing the carrying capacity of agricultural land. To maximize the potential for developing agribusiness such as hydroponic equipment, strong support from the government and related parties is very important in efforts to encourage existing policies and programs. This aims to increase access to information, education and training regarding the benefits and importance of implementing hydroponic system agricultural technology. In this way, public awareness of the potential to produce independent food can be built. To find out the right strategy for developing a hydroponic kit product business, it is necessary to carry out further research regarding the optimization of priority strategies implemented by the company.
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